
2021 SINGLE CAB
Demo Vehicle



Launched with a production V8 cab over chassis, upfitted with CORE’s
proprietary four-wheel drive system, CORE has changed the way professionals
and DIY overlanders build for total-control performance. Our custom-built CORE
chassis are designed to withstand an unparalleled range of environments and
situations. Tested to the extreme, CORE brings confidence and proprietary
expertise to any build project. CORE has changed the way professionals and
overlanding experts build for total-control performance.

MILEAGE:  14,100

Up to date service 

records. Thoroughly 
tested in a variety of 

extreme conditions.



Engineered for unparalleled reliability and 4x4
performance. Designed to be serviceable anywhere
on the planet. Should something go wrong, the Isuzu
platform can be serviced with an extensive global
dealer network. All parts can be widely sourced

at retail auto supply shops minimizing vehicle
downtime.

CORE vehicles’ purpose-
built footprint means 

a lighter, more agile 
vehicle, providing 
increased access.

 

With a track width 

comparable to a standard 

pickup truck, CORE 
vehicles are intuitive to 

drive and can access 

terrain larger vehicles 
can’t.

81”

224”



CORE’s cab-over-engine 
platform increases driver 

visibility, creating a safer 
driving environment for 
all conditions.



PLATFORM
Chassis Style Isuzu NPR Gas, C-channel straight frame

Cab Style Cab-over Single Cab

DRIVETRAIN
Engine 6.6L V8, 350 horsepower, 425 pound-feet

Transmission 6-Speed Automatic

Transfer Case 2-Speed

Axles Front and rear electronic locker, manual locking hubs

Tires 37 x 13.50R17LT, Mud terrain, E rated

Wheelbase 132.5 inches

SUSPENSION
Front Configuration Live axle, custom tuned leaf spring

Front Shock Absorber Type 2.5” Nitrogen gas w/ reservoir

Rear Configuration Live axle, custom tuned leaf spring

Rear Shock Absorber Type 2.5” Nitrogen gas w/ reservoir

BRAKES
Type Four-wheel vented disc, dual piston caliper with ABS

Front (Rotor Diameter) 13.7 inches

Rear (Rotor Diameter) 13 inches

EXTERIOR DIMENSIONS
Overall Width 81 inches

Single Cab Overall Length (excluding rear bumper) 224 inches

Usable Dual Cab to Rear Axle 88 inches

EarthCruiser reserves the right to change these specifications for our customer’s benefit

SPECIFICATIONS
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